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ABSTRACT

Event sequences can be modeled by temporal point processes (TPPs) to capture their asynchronous and probabilistic nature. We propose an intensity-free framework that directly models the point process as a non-parametric distribution by utilizing normalizing flows. This approach is capable of capturing highly complex temporal distributions and does not rely on restrictive parametric forms. Comparisons with state-of-the-art baseline models on both synthetic and challenging real-life datasets show that the proposed framework is effective at modeling the stochasticity of discrete event sequences.

1 INTRODUCTION

Data in real-life takes various forms. Event sequences, as a special form of data, are discrete events in continuous time. This type of data is prevalent in a broad spectrum of areas, for example, patient visits to hospitals, user behavior on social media, credit card transactions, etc. In this setting, each event is discrete, and the temporal dynamics of the events are complex and asynchronous. It is crucial to understand the characteristics and dynamics of such data, so that plausible future prediction, as well as other downstream applications, such as intervention or recommendation, can be performed. Despite recent success in modeling images, videos and texts with the power of deep neural networks (DNNs), the asynchronous and probabilistic nature of event sequence data makes it challenging to utilize the power of off-the-shelf DNN-based models.

Temporal point processes (TPPs; Daley & Vere-Jones 2007) provide us with an elegant and effective mathematical framework for modeling event sequences data. A temporal point process is defined as a stochastic process whose realizations consist of a list of events with their corresponding occurring times. These occurring times can either be real numbers from an index set (defined from prior knowledge) or sampled from an intensity function. While other time-series models learn temporal patterns synchronously (with each time-step being treated as an input to the model), TPP-based frameworks directly model the time intervals between events as random variables. With such a setup, it allows for modeling long sequences without vanishing gradients or costly memory issues.

Although the temporal point process has shown to be useful in modeling events sequences, it is usually not trivial to come up with a simple yet flexible intensity function. An intensity function encodes the rate an event occurs at a specified time-step. Poisson process (Kingman, 1992) has been a popular hand-crafted design for the intensity which assumes that events are independent of each other. More sophisticated design choices are investigated in the self-exciting (Hawkes, 1971) and self-correcting process (Isham & Westcott, 1979). The key contribution of these models is to find a functional form of intensity that fits data distribution well by making various parametric assumptions on the underlying generative process of the data. Although shown effective in modeling simple synthetic datasets, parametric assumptions make such frameworks lack the flexibility to model the generative process for real-life and complex data, hindering wider adoption of TPP-based frameworks.

Recently, learning the intensity function using recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to encode the history has received an increasing amount of attention (Du et al., 2016; Zhong et al., 2018; Mei & Eisner, 2017; Jing & Smola, 2017). In this line of work, history information is encoded and exploited in learning the intensity of the point process distribution. In this case, the explicit parametric assumption on the forms of the intensity functions is relaxed. However, the maximum likelihood training criteria on these models still requires the intensity function to be simple for the likelihood to be tractable. Recent work by Mehrasa et al. (2019) proposes a probabilistic framework based on variational autoencoders for modeling point process, further facilitating the stochastic generative
process. All the literature above is built upon explicit modeling of a temporal point process using the intensity function.

It is not necessary to explicitly model the intensity; a few works have tried to formulate TPP in an intensity-free manner. WGANTPP [Xiao et al., 2017, 2018] introduce an intensity-free framework for modeling the point process distribution using Wasserstein distance. The model is built upon a generative adversarial network (GAN). RLPP [Li et al., 2018] formulates this problem in a reinforcement learning framework and treats future event predictions as actions taken by an agent. Both of these models are optimized by trying to generate sequences of samples that are indistinguishable from the ground-truth sequences (by a discriminator in WGANTPP and policy learning in RLPP). Although these models are capable of generating realistic sequences, such training criteria fail to model the data distribution, resulting in intractable likelihood.

In this work, We propose a novel intensity-free point process model based on continuous normalizing flow and variational autoencoders. The proposed point process flow (PPF) model utilizes a recurrent variational autoencoder to encode the history of a given event sequence and makes probabilistic predictions on the next event. It preserves the non-parametric characteristics of point process distributions with normalizing flow. The predicted non-parametric point process distribution is capable of capturing complex time distributions of arbitrary shape, leading to more accurate modeling of event sequences. Extensive experiments are conducted on synthetic and real datasets to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. Experimental results show that our model is capable of capturing complex point process distributions as well as performing accurate stochastic forecast. The contributions are summarized as follows: (1) A novel intensity-free point process model built upon continuous normalizing flow. The proposed PPF is capable of capturing highly complex temporal distributions and does not rely on restrictive parametric forms; (2) PPF can be optimized by maximizing the exact likelihood using change of variable formula, relaxing the constraint in previous works that likelihood has to be tractable; (3) Evaluation on both synthetic and challenging real-life datasets shows improvement over the state-of-the-art point process models.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Temporal Point Process

A temporal point process (TPP; Daley & Vere-Jones 2007) is a mathematical framework for modeling asynchronous sequences of actions. It is a stochastic process whose realization is a sequence of discrete events in time \( t_{1:n} = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n\} \) where \( t_n \) is the time when the \( n \)th event occurred.

A temporal point process distribution is modeled by specifying the probability density function of the time of the next event:

\[
f(t|H_t) = \lambda(t|H_t) \exp \left\{ -\int_{t_{n-1}}^{t} \lambda(u|H_u) \, du \right\},
\]

where the intensity function \( \lambda(t|H_t) \) is the conditional intensity function. It encodes the expected rate of event happening in a small area around \( t \) and \( H_t = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_{n-1} | t_{n-1} < t\} \) is the sequence of event times up to time \( t \). Many works explored different design choices of intensity function to capture the phenomena of interest. Here we review two popular hand-crafted design choices:

**Poisson Process.** Poisson process (Kingman 1992) is based on the assumption that events happen independent where the intensity is a fixed positive constant \( \lambda(t) = \lambda \) and \( \lambda > 0 \). In a more general case, \( \lambda \) could be a function of time \( \lambda(t|H_t) = \lambda(t) \) but still independent of other events, which is called inhomogeneous Poisson process.

**Self-exciting Process (Hawkes process).** Self-exciting process (Hawkes 1971) assumes that occurrence of an event increases the probability of other events happening in near future. Its intensity function has the functional form of \( \lambda(t|H_t) = \mu + \alpha \sum_{t_i < t} \exp(-\rho(t - t_i)) \), where \( \mu \) and \( \alpha \) are positive constants and \( t_i < t \) are all the events happening before time \( t \).

2.2 Normalizing Flow

Normalizing flows are generative models that allow both density estimation and sampling. They map simple distributions to complex ones using bijective functions. Specifically, if our interest is
to estimate the density function $p_X$ of a random vector $X \in \mathbb{R}^d$, then normalizing flows assume $X = g_\theta(Z)$, where $g_\theta : \mathbb{R}^d \to \mathbb{R}^d$ is a bijective function, and $Z \in \mathbb{R}^d$ is a random vector with a tractable density function $p_Z$. We further denote the inverse of $g_\theta$ by $f_\theta$. On one hand, the probability density function can be evaluated using the change of variables formula:

$$p_X(x) = p_Z(f_\theta(x)) \left| \det \left( \frac{\partial f_\theta}{\partial x} \right) \right|,$$

(2)

where $\partial f_\theta/\partial x$ denotes the Jacobian matrix of $f_\theta$. On the other hand, sampling from $p_X$ can be done by first drawing a sample from the simple distribution $z \sim p_Z$, and then apply the bijection $x = g_\theta(z)$.

Given the expressive power of deep neural networks, it is natural to construct $g_\theta$ as a neural network. However, it requires the bijection $g_\theta$ to be invertible, and the determinant of the Jacobian matrix should be efficient to compute. Several methods have been proposed along this research direction (Rezende & Mohamed, 2015; Dinh et al., 2014; 2017; Kingma et al., 2016; Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018; Papamakarios et al., 2017). An extensive overview of normalizing flow models is given by Kobyzev et al. (2019).

2.3 Continuous Normalizing Flow

From a dynamical systems perspective, the residual network can be regarded as the discretization of an ordinary differential equation (ODE; Haber & Ruthotto, 2017; Chang et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2018). Inspired by that, Chen et al. (2018) propose neural ODE, where the continuous dynamics of hidden units is parameterized using an ordinary differential equation specified by a neural network:

$$\frac{dz(t)}{dt} = h(z(t), t, \theta).$$

(3)

The neural ODE can be used to construct a continuous normalizing flow. The invertibility is naturally guaranteed by the theorem of the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the ODE. Furthermore, using the instantaneous change of variables formula, similar to Equation 2, the log-density can be evaluated by solving the following ODE:

$$\frac{\partial \log p(z(t))}{\partial t} = -\text{Tr} \left( \frac{\partial h}{\partial z(t)} \right).$$

(4)

Grathwohl et al. (2019) propose an improved version of neural ODE, named FFJORD, which has lower computational cost by using an unbiased stochastic estimation of the trace of a matrix.

3 Proposed Framework

We propose an intensity-free flow framework to model the timing of events in point process sequences. More specifically, we learn a non-parametric distribution over the timing of asynchronous event sequences by transforming a simple base probability density through continuous normalizing flow, i.e., a series of invertible transformations. With our proposed framework, we are able to model complex point process distributions without making any assumption on the functional form of the distribution while being able to evaluate the likelihood of sequences under our model.

3.1 Non-parametric point process flows

Let the input be a sequence of asynchronous events $\{t_1, t_2, \ldots\}$, where $t_i \in \mathbb{R}_+$ represents the starting time of the $i$-th event. We define the inter-arrival time $\tau_n$ as the time difference between the starting time of events $t_{n-1}$ and $t_n$. Our goal is to model the distribution over inter-arrival time $\tau_n$ given the past history of events inter-arrival times $\tau_{1:n-1}$, i.e., learning to model the conditional distribution $p(\tau_n | \tau_{1:n-1})$.

Our approach is to construct the distribution over inter-arrival time $\tau_n$ by transforming a simple base distribution through normalizing flow transformations. At time-step $n$, we assume that inter-arrival time $\tau_n$ was generated by first sampling from a simple distribution $p(z_n)$ and then transforming the drawn sample $z_n$ through an invertible transformation $g_\theta : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}_+$ parametrized by $\theta$:

$$z_n \sim p(z_n), \quad \tau_n = g_\theta(z_n).$$

(5)
Figure 1: This figure shows the overall structure of our non-parametric point process modeling via normalizing flow. We learn a non-parametric distribution over the inter-arrival time of asynchronous event sequences by transforming a base probability density which is conditioned on the past history through normalizing flow transformations.

With this assumption and the change of variable formula discussed in subsection 2.2, we can write the distribution over inter-arrival time $\tau_n$ as:

$$ p_\theta(\tau_n) = p(z_n) \left| \frac{\partial f_\theta}{\partial \tau_n} \right|, $$

(6)

where $f_\theta(\tau_n) = g^{-1}_\theta(\tau_n) = z_n$, and the scalar Jacobin $d f_\theta / d \tau_n$ shows the changes in the density when moving from $\tau_n$ to $z_n$. We dropped the determinant term in the change of variable formula, because in our case, the inter-arrival time $\tau_n$ is a one-dimensional variable. With this formulation, we are able to model the inter-arrival time distribution, without any specific assumption on the functional form of the distribution. Exact samples of the inter-arrival time distribution can be obtained by sampling from the base distribution $z_n \sim p(z_n)$ and transforming it through flow transformation $\tau_n = g_\theta(z_n)$. We are also able to compute the exact likelihood of $\tau_n$ by computing the likelihood of $f_\theta(\tau_n)$ and multiplying it with the associated Jacobian term $\left| \frac{\partial f_\theta}{\partial \tau_n} \right|$.

Current formulation models the inter-arrival distribution of each time-step independent of past history. The future event timing might depend on previous events in a very complex way, so its important to take the history information into consideration while modeling future events. To capture this dependency, we adapt our formulation to construct the point process distribution by learning normalizing flow parameters conditioned on the history. More specifically, we learn the parameters of flow base distribution by a time-dependent model parametrized by $\rho$ that encodes history and provides the conditional base distribution $p_\rho(z_n | \tau_1:n-1)$ at each time-step. The overal procedure can be seen in Figure 1. In our framework, the base distribution is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution:

$$ p_\rho(z_n | \tau_1:n-1) = \mathcal{N}(\mu_{\rho_n}, \sigma^2_{\rho_n}), $$

(7)

where $(\mu_{\rho_n}, \sigma^2_{\rho_n})$ are the parameters of the base distribution. These parameters can be obtained by encoding the history $\tau_{1:n-1}$ using various approaches. In this work, we propose two approaches to construct the base distribution of the flow: 1) Base distribution with deterministic parameters. 2) Base distribution with stochastic parameters. In the following sections, we describe each approach in more details.

3.2 BASE DISTRIBUTION WITH DETERMINISTIC PARAMETERS

As discussed in subsection 3.1, we aim to model the conditional distribution $p(\tau_n | \tau_1:n-1)$ using history information in learning the base distribution parameters. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have shown to be powerful deterministic models in capturing temporal dependencies. Recent works adapt RNNs as a non-linear mapping of the history to the intensity function to define temporal point process distributions (Du et al., 2016; Zhong et al., 2018; Mei & Eisner, 2017). As a first attempt, we use RNNs to learn the parameters of the base distribution of the flow using the history information.
Figure 2: Part (a) shows the deterministic approach of utilizing RNNs for predicting conditional distribution $p_{\theta,\rho}(\tau | \tau_{1:i-1})$. RNN encodes history into the base distribution, then it gets transformed to the target distribution by flow transformation $g_{\theta}$. Part (b) shows the generation phase of incorporating the flow module in a probabilistic framework. During generation, the prior network gets the history and output the latent space distribution for the next time-step. Then a sample of this distribution is passed to the decoder which generates the non-parametric distribution over the inter-arrival time of next time-step by incorporating the flow module.

3.3 BASE DISTRIBUTION WITH PROBABILISTIC PARAMETERS

It is known that there is a trade-off between the complexity of the bijective transformation and the form of base distribution (Jaini et al., 2019). With the complexity of the bijective transformation fixed, a more flexible base distribution will lead to a more expressive model. Motivated by this, our second move is to combine our flow module with a variational auto-encoder (VAE; Kingma & Welling 2014) framework in order to achieve more flexible base distributions.

To avoid confusion, at time-step $n$, we use the notation $z_n^\tau$ for the random variable of the normalizing flow base distribution and $z_n^{vae}$ to refer to the VAE latent space. We start by explaining the generation phase, i.e., how the distributions over inter-arrival time $\tau_n$ are generated by stacking the normalizing flow module on top of the VAE backbone and then describing the training process.

**Generation.** Figure 2 part (b) shows an overview of the generation process. Here, we adapt a recurrent VAE framework consisting of a time-variant prior network parametrized by $\psi$ which takes the history of past actions $\tau_{1:n-1}$ and provides the latent distribution $p_{\psi}(z_n^{vae} | \tau_{1:n-1})$. Then, a sample of this distribution is passed to the VAE’s decoder which produces a non-parametric distribution over the inter-arrival time $\tau_n$ by first generating the normalizing flow base distribution $p_{\rho}(z_n^\tau | z_n^{vae})$ and then transforming it through flow transformation $g_{\theta}$. By applying the change of variable formula discussed in Equation 6, we can write the distribution over inter-arrival time $\tau_n$ as:

$$p_{\theta,\rho}(\tau_n | z_n^{vae}) = p_{\rho}(z_n^\tau | z_n^{vae}) \left| \frac{\partial f_{\theta}}{\partial \tau_n} \right|.$$

**Training.** At time-step $n$ of training, the VAE module takes the sequence of inter-arrival times $\tau_{1:n}$ to approximate the true distribution over the latent space $z_n^{vae}$ via the help of the recurrent inference network $q_{\phi}(z_n^{vae} | \tau_{1:n})$ which is parametrized with $\phi$. A time-dependent prior network is also adapted to help the model to take use of history information in generation phase $p_{\rho}(z_n^{vae} | \tau_{1:n-1})$. Both prior and posterior distributions are assumed to follow conditional multivariate Gaussian dis-
tributions with diagonal covariance:
\[
\begin{align*}
p_\psi(z_{n}^{vae}|\tau_{1:n-1}) &= \mathcal{N}(\mu_{\phi_{n}}, \Sigma_{\phi_{n}}), \\
q_\phi(z_{n}^{vae}|\tau_{1:n}) &= \mathcal{N}(\mu_{\theta_{n}}, \Sigma_{\phi_{n}}).
\end{align*}
\]

At each time-step during training, a latent code \( z_{n}^{vae} \) is taken from the posterior and is passed to the decoder which aims to generate the conditional distribution \( p_{\theta,\rho}(\tau_{n}|z_{n}^{vae}) \). The VAE backbone is jointly trained with the flow module by optimizing the variational lower bound using the reparameterization trick (Kingma & Welling, 2014):

\[
\begin{align*}
L_{\theta,\phi,\rho}(\tau_{1:N}) &= \sum_{n=1}^{N} [E_{q_{\phi}}(z_{n}^{vae}|\tau_{1:n}) \log p_{\theta,\rho}(\tau_{n}|z_{n}^{vae})] \\
&\quad - D_{KL}(q_{\phi}(z_{n}^{vae}|\tau_{1:n})||p_{\psi}(z_{n}^{vae}|\tau_{1:n-1}))
\end{align*}
\]

where we compute the log-likelihood term \( \log p_{\theta,\rho}(\tau_{n}|z_{n}^{vae}) \) by applying the change of variable formula of Equation 9.

4 Evaluation

To show the effectiveness of our non-parametric approach, we evaluate the performance of our model on synthetic and real-world datasets and compare it with the state-of-the-art point process models. Please refer to Appendix A for architecture and implementation details.

4.1 Datasets and Baselines

Synthetic Datasets. We create three types of synthetic datasets as follow: (I) Inhomogeneous Poisson Process (IP) defines the intensity as a function of time but independent of the history. We simulate sequences of IP process with \( \lambda(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \alpha_{i} (2\pi\sigma_{i}^{2})^{-1/2} \exp(-(t-c_{i})^{2}/\sigma_{i}^{2}) \) where \( k = 6, \alpha = (14, 18, 13, 17, 10, 13), c = (3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18) \) and \( \sigma = (5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5) \). (II) Self-exciting Process (SE) assumes that the occurrence of an event increases the probability of other events happening in the near future. It is characterized by \( \lambda(t) = \mu + \beta \sum_{t_i < t} g(t - t_i) \), where in our case \( g(t) = \exp(-t), \mu = 1.0, \) and \( \beta = 0.8 \). (III) IP + SE is created by combining the simulated data from the self-exciting process and the inhomogeneous process. For each of IP and SE, we generate 20000 sequences, where the length of each is 60, and split the sequences into train, validation and test sets with proportions of 0.7, 0.1, 0.2, respectively.

Real-world Datasets. We also evaluate our models on real datasets that cover the areas of social media, healthcare, and human activity as follow: (I) LinkedIn data is collected from over 3000 LinkedIn accounts and contains their job-hopping records with information including the time and company. Our model predicts the time-interval before a user’s next job-hopping. After pruning users with only one job-hopping record, we collect 2439 sequences. (II) MIMIC (Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III; Johnson et al., 2016; Pollard 2016) is a publicly available, large-scale dataset which contains the medical records of more than 40000 anonymous patients. Our method models the inter-arrival time of patients’ admissions to hospital. We keep the record of patients who have at least three visits to hospitals and collected 2377 sequences. (III) Breakfast dataset (Kuehne et al., 2014) contains 1712 videos with 48 action classes related to breakfast preparation. On this dataset, we model the inter-arrival times of the actions as well as actions categories. We explain this extension in more detail in subsection 4.2. For the LinkedIn and MIMIC dataset, we also split the dataset into train, validation and test sets with proportions of 0.7, 0.1, 0.2, respectively. For the Breakfast dataset, we use the standard train and test split proposed by Kuehne et al. (2014).

Baselines. We compare our proposed flow-based approach with the state-of-the-art point process models; (I) APP-LSTM\(^1\) is an LSTM that takes the history of past events and predicts the inter-arrival time distribution for the next time-step by mapping the history into the intensity of a point process distribution. We train it by maximizing the likelihood of observed sequences under the predicted distribution. This deterministic baseline has comparable performance to Du et al. (2016). It only differs in the way that intensity is defined; unlike Du et al. (2016), its intensity doesn’t

\(^1\)This baseline has comparable performance to Mei & Eisner (2017); Du et al. (2016).
explicitly depend on time. Zhong et al. (2018) compare these two design choices, and implicit
dependence was shown to be more effective in modeling point process distribution.

(II) APP-VAE (Mehrasa et al., 2019) is a latent variable framework for modeling marked temporal
point process. The model makes conditional predictions by learning a conditional latent space.
Given a history of past actions, APP-VAE generates two distributions for the next action: one over
its timing (by predicting the conditional intensity and using it to define point process distributions)
and one over its category. We use their original setup to compare APP-VAE with our model on
breakfast dataset, but for the rest of the datasets, we modify their approach to predict the time
distribution only.

4.2 RESULTS

Log-likelihood Comparison. We report log-likelihood (LL) of test sequences across all models.
For our PPF model with the probabilistic approach in learning base distribution parameters (PPF-P; introduced in subsection 3.3) and APP-VAE baseline, we report the importance weighted autoencoder (IWAE) bound, which is a lower bound of the real log-likelihood. To compute IWAE, at each time-step, we draw 1500 samples from the VAE’s posterior distribution and follow the standard procedure for computing IWAE. We report the average of log-likelihood along all the time-steps of all sequences in the test dataset. The experimental results are shown in Table 1. The results indicate the better capability of our normalizing flow-based approaches at modeling point process sequence data, especially the real-world data with complicated underlying distributions. Our probabilistic PPF approach robustly outperforms state-of-the-art intensity-based baselines across all the datasets.

Without any assumption on the functional form of intensity, we are able to model the
point process distribution effectively. Our probabilistic approach also has a better performance in
comparison to our deterministic approach introduced in subsection 3.2 (PPF-D). This demonstrates
the advantages of using a more flexible base distribution in the flow in the probabilistic approach.

Point Estimate Comparison. We also report the mean absolute error (MAE) to evaluate the performance
of our model in estimating future events timing. The MAE between the samples of predicted
time distribution and the ground-truth is reported. To compute MAE for PPF-P and APP-VAE, at
time-step $i$, we have two stages of sampling: (1) First, we draw samples from the prior distribution $z_i^{vae} \sim p_{\psi}(z_i^{vae}|\tau_{1:i-1})$. Then, we pass each to the decoder and (2) draw samples from each predicted distribution $\tau_i \sim p_\theta(\tau_i|z_i^{vae})$. The MAE computation at time-step $i$ is as follow:

$$\mathbb{E}_{z_i^{vae} \sim p_{\psi}(z_i^{vae}|\tau_{1:i-1})} \left[ \mathbb{E}_{\tau_i \sim p_\theta(\tau_i|z_i^{vae})}(|\tau_i - \tau_i^*|) \right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where $\tau_i^*$ is the ground-truth inter-arrival at time-step $i$. We follow a similar procedure for computing
the MAE for the deterministic approaches:

$$\mathbb{E}_{\tau_i \sim p(\tau_i|\tau_{1:i-1})}(|\tau_i - \tau_i^*|).$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

For PPF-P and APP-VAE, to estimate the expected error, we draw 100 samples from prior distribution $p_{\psi}(z_i^{vae}|\tau_{1:i-1})$ and 15 samples from each predicted base distribution $p_\theta(\tau_i|z_i^{vae})$. For PPF-D and APP-LSTM, we sample 1500 predictions from the output distributions $p(\tau_i|\tau_{1:i-1})$ at each step. For our PPF approaches (both deterministic and probabilistic), the corresponding samples

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|cccc|}
\hline
Dataset & APP-LSTM & PPF-D & APP-VAE & PPF-P \\
\hline
IP & $-2.942$ & $-1.857$ & $\geq 0.408$ & $\geq 0.499$ \\
SE & $-2.990$ & $-1.615$ & $\geq 0.562$ & $\geq 0.636$ \\
IP+SE & $-2.978$ & $-1.507$ & $\geq 0.476$ & $\geq 0.566$ \\
LinkedIn & $0.795$ & $0.973$ & $\geq -1.713$ & $\geq 2.075$ \\
MIMIC & $-1.962$ & $-0.498$ & $\geq -1.200$ & $\geq 1.696$ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Log-likelihood Comparison. LL is reported for synthetic and real datasets.}
\end{table}
Table 2: **Mean Absolute Error Comparison.** MAE is reported for synthetic and real datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>APP-LSTM</th>
<th>PPF-D</th>
<th>APP-VAE</th>
<th>PPF-P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>6.765</td>
<td>4.7759</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td><strong>0.278</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>7.360</td>
<td>4.4205</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>0.297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP+SE</td>
<td>7.163</td>
<td>4.0525</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedIn</td>
<td>2.522</td>
<td>2.048</td>
<td>2.495</td>
<td><strong>1.799</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIMIC</td>
<td>23.531</td>
<td>17.709</td>
<td>27.479</td>
<td>26.047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison of log-likelihood, MAE, and accuracy on Breakfast dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APP-LSTM</td>
<td>−8.099</td>
<td>239.624</td>
<td>59.594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPF-D</td>
<td>−7.637</td>
<td>251.337</td>
<td>61.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APP-VAE</td>
<td>≥−6.463</td>
<td>244.019</td>
<td>62.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPF-P</td>
<td>≥−6.342</td>
<td><strong>204.913</strong></td>
<td><strong>62.528</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of predicted inter-arrival time distribution are obtained using Equation 5. We report the average of MAE along all the time-steps of all sequences in the test dataset. Table 2 shows the experimental results for MAE metric. We can see that our PPF-P approach is comparable to the APP-VAE baseline on the synthetic datasets. On the more challenging real datasets, our PPF-based frameworks consistently outperforms baseline models (PPF-D on MIMIC, and PPF-P on LinkedIn). The better log-likelihood estimations is also conformed by lower/competitive MAE which reflects the better quality of generated samples from our PPF approaches.

**Extension to the Marked Temporal Point Process.** On Breakfast dataset, for our model to learn a more powerful encoding of history information, we extend our approach to marked point process which models both the inter-arrival time distribution of future event and also the distribution over its category. At time-step $i$, given the history of past events including both time and mark information, in addition to modeling the time distribution of event at time-step $i + 1$, we also model its category distribution. Here, we assume that action category follows a multinomial distribution and accordingly, the log-likelihood of action category distribution modeling is added to training objective and evaluation criterion of our deterministic and probabilistic PPF models. APP-LSTM is also extended to the marked case similar to Du et al. (2016). For the experiments on Breakfast dataset, in addition to MAE, we also report the accuracy of predicting the next action category. To compute accuracy at time-step $i$, for probabilistic approaches, we draw 100 samples from the prior distribution $p_{\psi}(z_v^i \mid \tau_1:i−1)$ and for each predicted category distribution, we select the action category with maximum probability as the predicted class. For each time-step, the most frequently predicted type is reported as the model’s prediction. Table 3 shows the experimental results of comparing log-likelihood, MAE, and accuracy on Breakfast dataset. This dataset is much more challenging in comparison to LinkedIn and Mimic datasets, because of it contains various types of actions. We can see that our probabilistic approach has a better performance in all the metrics which shows the effectiveness of our proposed model in capturing the underlying point process distribution.

5 **Conclusion**

In this paper, we propose Point Process Flows (PPF), an intensity-free framework that directly models the point process as a non-parametric distribution by utilizing normalizing flows. The proposed model is capable of capturing arbitrary complex time distributions as well as performing stochastic future prediction. The proposed PPF can be optimized by maximizing the exact likelihood using change of variable formula, relaxing the strict tractable likelihood constraint in previous works. Extensive evaluation on both synthetic and challenging real-like datasets shows significant improvement over baseline models.

---

For our deterministic/probabilistic approach, we assume that at each time-step given the history/latent-code, time and category are independent.
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### A Appendix

#### A.1 Architecture

The overall architectures are illustrated in Figure 2. For the deterministic approach introduced in subsection 3.2, a long short-term memory (LSTM; Hochreiter & Schmidhuber [1997]) network is used to model the conditional distribution $p_\rho(z_n|\tau_{1:n-1}) = \mathcal{N}(\mu_\rho_n, \sigma^2_\rho_n)$. The flow module $g_\theta$ is a neural ODE model described in subsection 2.3 where the derivative function $h(\cdot)$ is modeled by a multilayer perceptron (MLP).

For the probabilistic approach in subsection 3.3, both the prior distribution $p_\psi(z_{vae}^n|\tau_{1:n-1})$ and the approximate posterior distribution $q_\phi(z_{vae}^n|\tau_{1:n})$ are modeled by LSTMs. The log-likelihood term $\log p_{\theta,\rho}(\tau_n|z_{vae}^n)$ is computed in two steps. First, a decoder network maps the latent variable $z_{vae}^n$ to a base distribution $p_\psi(z_{vae}^n|\tau_{1:n-1})$, which is also a normal distribution. The decoder network is a MLP that outputs the parameters of the base distribution. After that, the flow module $g_\theta$ generates the distribution of the inter-arrival time $p_{\theta,\rho}(\tau_n|z_{vae}^n)$. The architecture of $g_\theta$ is the same as in the deterministic approach.
A.2 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

For the LSTM cells, we choose hidden size to be 128 for the synthetic data and Breakfast dataset, 64 for LinkedIn and MIMIC datasets. The dimension of the latent space of VAE models is set to be 256 for Breakfast and synthetic datasets and 64 for LinkedIn and MIMIC. For PPF-P model, the latent code was decoded into the mean and variance of the base distribution by two separate decoders, each with two hidden layers of size 256. For all continuous normalizing modules, we use one block of network with 3 hidden layers of 64 dimension. We use Adam optimizer (Kingma & Bai, 2015) for all models with a learning rate of 0.001.